The Lobe Rap
By Caitlin W. and Nich F.

The occipital lobe controls your sight. Why it does, we don’t know why?
The temporal lobe controls how you hear, like the clucking of a chicken or the stomping of a deer.
The parietal lobe processes what you touch whatever you can squeeze or grab or clutch.
The frontal lobe helps you think and memorize so you can process what you need right before your eyes.

(Beat box Solo)
These are the lobes of the brain and now you know them so call up all your friends and don’t forget to show em’ WORD!
THE LOBE SONG

Frontal Lobe it helps you think
you can talk in just a blink.
Parietal Lobe, it helps you touch, just
be sure you don’t touch too much!
Temporal Lobe is next, just listen to
my text. Temporal Lobe helps you hear,
you can hear from far or near.
Occipital Lobe is last; it helps you
see things that are vast. You use your
lobes everyday, they help you think,
see, hear, and say!
The Lobes

The frontal lobe is in the front of the brain it helps you think keeping everything in sync.

Next stop is the parietal lobe it helps you touch and move around much.

Here we are in the temporal lobe it helps you hear without it sounds aren’t clear.

The occipital lobe helps you see everything in your sight without it would be as dark as night.

Put all these lobes together and you will gain one very smart brain.

By Kyle R. and Kiara H.
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BY: EMILY H.
Pinky and the Brain!
By Amber L. and Jordan C.

Frontal lobe, parietal lobe, dendrites, dendrites, hippocampus, cortex, neuron is the best, cerebellum, axon, hypothalamus, brain stem carries stuff through you oh yah, oh yah, axon terminal, temporal Lobe cerebrum, cerebrum, limbic system, occipital lobe

& That’s...

The End
Yah
Parts Of A Neuron

By Dustin F.
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Big Brain Song  
By Tristan A., Nathaniel P., & Ryan A.

In the big brain the mighty big brain the Dendrites sleeps tonight. The Frontal Lobe controls the thinking so you can remember thoughts. Parietal Lobe controls the touch….the Temporal Lobe controls the hearing…. The Occipital Lobe controls the sight. The Cerebellum controls your balance so you can kick a ball. In the big brain the mighty big brain The Brain Stem helps you breathe, helps you blink, and help your heart keep pumping without thinking.

In the big brain the mighty big brain the big brain sleeps tonight. How does the brain wrinkle up in that little tiny skull? That is all that we can tell you. You can think of the rest by yourself.
Lobes

Sung to the tune of “The Wheels On The Bus”
By Keilan M. and Allen G.

The Occipital lobe helps us see helps us see helps us see.
The Occipital lobe helps us see everywhere we go.
The Frontal lobe helps us think helps us think helps us think.
The Frontal lobe helps us think every time at school.
The Parietal lobe helps us touch helps us touch helps us touch.
The Parietal lobe helps us touch everything we touch.
The Temporal lobe helps us hear helps us hear helps us hear.
The Temporal lobe helps us hear everywhere we go.
You got to see...which helps you think...and in turn...you’ve got to hear...which helps you know what you’re going to feel...you got the side, front, back, side to side and top, ... you’ve got the frontal, parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes... You got to see...which helps you think...and in turn...you’ve got to hear...which helps you know what you’re going to feel.